The guide for growth in E-Commerce

Growth mindset
merchants
Outmanoeuvring, outcompeting
and outperforming
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How a growth mindset
gives e-commerce
merchants a
competitive edge
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A turbulent year with
winners and losers
During 2020, the retail world has been turned upside down.
While COVID-19 rapidly accelerated a growing trend towards
e-commerce, it’s been a challenging time for merchants.

100,000 customers to do. Mollie believes that there is a
fundamental attitude – a ‘growth mindset’ – within a merchant
that gives it a competitive edge.

Across Europe, merchants have had to work hard to both
create and satisfy demand. In every country and every
sector there are winners and losers. Those that have enjoyed
exceptional revenue boosts and those that have suffered
significant revenue declines. The question merchants should
be asking is: how have some retailers grown in challenging
times, when their competitors have stood still or gone
backwards?

In this paper, you’ll learn about the growth mindset, what
growth mindset merchants do differently and how they
outperform their competitors. If you are open and willing
to take on these learnings, it will give your business a clear
competitive edge.

Mollie is a rapidly growing European payments service
provider. Mollie believes that every merchant has the
opportunity to grow. And that’s what Mollie helps its

These insights are based on a survey of 2,500 merchants
across five European countries and five discrete sectors, and
Mollie’s proprietary customer e-commerce data. The survey
was conducted in October 2020 by independent research
consultancy Coleman Parkes on behalf of Mollie (see end for
full methodology).
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What is
a growth
mindset?
More than 30 years ago Dr. Carol Dweck coined the terms
fixed mindset and growth mindset. They describe the
underlying beliefs people have about learning and intelligence.
Individuals with a growth mindset understand that abilities and
intelligence can be developed. They are more likely to take
on challenges, learning from the process and furthering their
capabilities. As a result, they tend to be more successful than
people with a fixed mindset. Could the same be true, at an
organisational level, for merchants?
Based on its experience, Mollie saw that merchants with a
growth mindset believe their capabilities can be developed
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We want the
business to be a
leader in our area of
expertise

Fig. 1

As a business
customer feedback is
essential input into
innovation

As a business we
constantly learn from
the succes of our
competitors

As a business we are
always striving to build
new skills and abilities
internally

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

As a business we
embrace challenges
and tackle problems
head-on

Total

We adapt quickly
and learn from
difficulties we face

Has a growth mindset

22%

As a business we take on
board constructive criticism
and make improvements
based on this

Does not have a growth mindset

through dedication and hard work to drive success. By
reflecting on the process of each learning curve, responding
with optimism, resilience and adapting, growth merchants
develop a competitive edge over their fixed mindset rivals.
The survey asked respondents to rate their business on a
scale of 1-5 against seven statements that are at the core of
the growth mindset (fig. 1). If respondents scored more than
28 points (from a possible 35), their businesses were deemed
to exhibit a growth mindset. Across Europe a third (33%) of
respondents were classified as growth mindset merchants,
two thirds (67%) as fixed mindset merchants.
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What do
growth mindset
merchants do
differently?
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Growth mindset merchants
have a wider field of view
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Regardless of whether a merchant
has a growth or fixed mindset,
they’re managing a huge variety of
growth factors (fig. 2).

Logistics and
Shipment

Fig. 2

Driving an enhanced
customer experience

Pricing strategy

Security / Fraud
protection

Product range
strategy and product
quality

Which of the following are the most important factors for growth when trading online?

Total

Customer acquisition

Has a growth mindset

Competitive position
in the market

Does not have a growth mindset

What the data suggests here is that
growth mindset merchants have a
significantly wider field of view than
fixed mindset merchants. They have
their fingers on more pulses and are
more active in improving their online
businesses.
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Rather than addressing each factor,
what’s important here is the level
of importance that growth mindset
merchants attach to each issue
affecting their online operations. To
these merchants, growth factors
don’t just represent challenges to
overcome – they are areas in which
to consistently build capabilities in
order to drive growth.
80%
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69%
66%

63%
59%

58%

55%

55%
52%

51%

50%

48%

45%
42%
38%
35%

Choosing the right service
provider (i.e. platform,
shipment, payment,
marketing tools, etc.)

Fig. 2

Market conditions
post COVID19

Omnichannel
marketing approach

Platform accessibility
and stability

Which of the following are the most important factors for growth when trading online?

Managing
international
expansion

Total

Has a growth mindset

Focusing on mobile
first strategy

Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset merchants
are more international
46%
44%

38%

23%

23%
21%

Growth mindset merchants are more
likely to be more internationallyfocused. 46% of fixed mindset
merchants are focused purely
domestically, compared to 38% of
growth mindset merchants (fig. 3).
Growth mindset merchants are almost
twice as likely to sell online globally
than their fixed mindset counterparts.

20%

21%

20%

20%

14%
11%

Purely domestically

Fig. 3

Do you sell online….

Across Europe

Internationally

Total

Has a growth mindset

Globally

Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset
merchants offer
more ways to pay

Fig. 4

Which payment methods do you offer across the channels used?
55%

Credit card
52%

30%

Amazon
28%

28%

22%

Advanced payment

Growth mindset merchants are more likely to offer their
customers more ways to pay (fig. 4). Not only does it allow
these merchants to do business with a much broader
customer set, it also means that they offer the most locallyrelevant payment methods – often showing local payment
methods first, in the correct language. In Mollie’s experience,
this creates more optimised and successful conversion.

22%

Growth mindset merchants offer an average of 4.2 payment
methods, compared to 3.5 from fixed mindset merchants.
In particular, growth mindset merchants have embraced new
innovations like ‘buy now, pay later’. They are 20% more likely
to offer these options than fixed mindset merchants.

26%

20%

22%

Buy now pay later

20%

25%

21%

SEPA Direct Debit
17%

Google

20%
18%

Total

Has a growth mindset

34%

27%

20%

Apple Pay

61%

27%

23%

Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset
merchants
perceive more
challenges

Despite their success, growth mindset merchants don’t rest on their
laurels (fig. 5). Growth mindset merchants are more likely to report a wider
number of challenges to online revenue generation than their fixed mindset
competitors. They are more focused on:
• Reducing complexity in customer experience – from conversion and
payments experience, to checkout and mobile experience.
• Marketing – driving the right traffic and creating returning customers.
• Reporting – both tracking performance and generating customer insights
to drive revenue.
All of these things are proven to drive growth amongst e-commerce
merchants. Again, this is indicative of the continual striving of growth
mindset merchants to embrace challenges, build abilities and persevere in
the face of failure.
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Converting
shoppers to a
purchase

Fig. 5

Driving the right
traffic /
shoppers to the
webshop

Creating
returning
customers

Managing
across different
marketplaces

Driving revenue
from existing
customers

Quality of
payment
service

Please rate the following challenges you face with online revenue generation?

Effective data
analytics

High cost of
shipment \
payment
providers

Checkout
experience

Mobile
customer
experience

Low margins

Total

Has a growth mindset

High amount
of returns

Cart
abandonment

Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset
merchants experience
lower cart abandonment
On average, merchants report that
9.2% of carts are abandoned in
their webshops (fig. 6). The trend is
higher for fixed mindset merchants,
9.4%, and lower for growth mindset
merchants at 8.8%. Why? Because
growth mindset merchants are
both more likely to track cart
abandonment and develop their
abilities to address the root causes.

33%
30%
28%

27%
24%

23%
19%

18%
14%
9%

13%

12%

13%

10%
8%
4% 4%
1%

None

Fig. 6

1%  5% 3

6%  10% 8

11%  15% 13

16%  20% 18

1%

Total

Has a growth mindset

Does not have a growth mindset

1%

More than
20% 20

Approximately what proportion of carts are abandoned on your webshop?

5%

We don't monitor
abandoned carts

Conversion optimisation is
important from a commercial
perspective. While a difference in
cart abandonment of 0.6% doesn’t
sound like much, for the averagesized growth mindset merchant this
is worth 65,000 Euros per year.

The causes of abandoned carts
are relatively consistent, though
the data suggests growth mindset
merchants have developed a slight
competitive advantage around
reducing the complexity of the
checkout and the speed and ease of
authorisation.
For example, many growth mindset
merchants present customers with
professional, on-brand experiences
across devices. They allow
shoppers to complete purchases
on the merchant’s webshop,
without a redirect, which Mollie
has seen leads to an average of
+7% conversion rate optimization.
Put another way, fixed mindset
merchants could expect a reduction
in cart abandonment from 9.4% to
8.7% if they implemented similar
tactics. Growth mindset merchants
show local payment methods
first, ensure the right language is
served and offer safe storage of
payment details to reduce friction
for returning shoppers. This is a
result of continually and consistently
embracing challenges, building
abilities and persevering in the face
of failure.
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How well do growth
mindset merchants
outperform fixed
mindset merchants?
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Growth mindset
merchants generate
more annual revenue
from e-commerce

Across the European countries
surveyed (Germany, France,
Belgium and the Netherlands),
growth mindset merchants generate
an average of 10.77 million Euro
from e-commerce activities, vs.
9.21 million Euro for fixed mindset
merchants (fig. 7). This equates to a
17% difference.
In the UK, this difference is even
more pronounced (fig. 8). British
growth mindset merchants generate
nearly a quarter (24%) more revenue
from e-commerce than their fixed
mindset competitors.

€ 12.9
€ 11.4

€ 10.8
€ 9.7

€ 10.4

€ 9.2

Total
Average EU respondents

Average UK respondents

Has a growth mindset
Does not have a growth mindset

Fig. 7
What was your annual revenue from purely
e-commerce activity in the last financial year?

Fig. 8
What was your annual revenue from purely
e-commerce activity in the last financial year?
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Growth mindset merchants
increased sales more and suffered
lower revenue declines during the
first wave of COVID-19
34%
32%
29%

29%

27%

During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic,
merchants with a growth mindset increased sales
more, and suffered lower decreases in sales, than
fixed mindset merchants compared to the same
months in 2019.
28% of growth mindset merchants reported an
increase in monthly sales during the pandemic vs.
21% of fixed mindset merchants. However, at the
same time, growth mindset merchants were more
likely to experience decreases in sales – 51% vs.
43% of their fixed mindset competitors (fig. 9).
Though, as the data demonstrates, they were not
as hard hit as fixed mindset merchants (fig. 11).

19%

19%
17%

19%
17%

16%

16%

9%
6%

5%
1%

Increased
significantly

Fig. 9

Increased
somewhat

No change

Decreased
somewhat

Decreased
significantly

1%

2%

Difficult to say,
we launched during
the pandemic

How did your average monthly sales change during the COVID19 pandemic?
Total

Has a growth mindset

Does not have a growth mindset
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Looking solely at merchants who reported an
increase in sales during the first phase of the
pandemic, 77% of fixed mindset merchants saw
increases of below 40% - compared to just 70%
of growth mindset merchants. 31% of growth
mindset merchants enjoyed a 40%+ increase in
sales during the period compared to just 24% of
fixed mindset merchants (fig. 10). More growth
mindset merchants saw an increase in sales
during this challenging time than fixed mindset
merchants, and growth mindset merchants also
tended to see bigger increases in sales.
More growth mindset merchants suffered a
decline in sales than fixed mindset merchants—
but the declines for growth mindset merchants
were less severe. Two thirds (66%) of growth
mindset merchants that experienced a decline
saw reductions of less than 30%, compared to
63% of fixed mindset merchants. However, 36%
of fixed mindset merchants had to contend with
a decline of more than 31%, compared to just
33% of growth mindset merchants (fig. 11).

Fig. 10
By approximately what proportion did
the average monthly sales increase by?

Fig. 11
By approximately what proportion did
the average monthly sales decrease by?
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Total
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Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset
merchants are more
optimistic about
revenue growth in
the next 12 months

93%

85%

83%

13%
10%
5%

When it comes to the future, growth mindset merchants are
more optimistic and ambitious. 93% said they are expecting to
grow online revenues in the next 12 months, compared to 83%
of fixed mindset merchants (fig. 12).

Increase

Fig. 12

No change
I’m not looking to grow
online revenues

3%

2%

4%

Decrease

By what rate are you looking to grow online revenues over the coming 12 months?
Total

Has a growth mindset

Does not have a growth mindset
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Growth mindset
merchants have a
competitive edge

In summary, growth mindset
merchants generate substantially
more revenue from e-commerce
than fixed mindset merchants.
During the first wave of the
pandemic they were more likely to
grow sales vs. the same period last

year and boost sales more than their
fixed mindset counterparts. And
while growth mindset merchants
were more likely to experience
decreased sales levels, that
decrease was shallower than fixed
mindset merchants contended with.

Looking forward, growth mindset
merchants expect to grow online
revenues substantially more than
their fixed mindset competitors. It’s
clear that a growth mindset attitude
gives merchants a competitive edge.
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Mollie: the home
of growth mindset
merchants
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How Mollie customers
perform against growth
mindset and fixed
mindset merchants
6.2

3.8

4.2
3.5

Having analysed its own proprietary data across its client
base, Mollie’s merchant customers outperform both the fixed
mindset and growth mindset merchants that were surveyed.
Mollie’s customers offer 6.2 payment methods on average
(vs. 3.5 for fixed mindset merchants and 4.2 for growth
mindset merchants surveyed – fig. 13). This increased range of
payment methods is one of a number of factors that leads to
impressive revenue growth amongst Mollie’s customer base.

Fig. 13

Which payment methods do you offer across the channels used?
Total

Has a growth mindset

Does not have a growth mindset

Mollie merchants
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During the initial lockdown period for most of Europe (March
– June 2020), Mollie’s customers enjoyed a 42% increase in
sales compared to the same period in 2019 (the same customer
cohort was tracked across 12 months). During the longer
COVID-19 period (March – October 2020), Mollie’s customers
experienced a 39.63% increase in sales compared to the same
period in 2019. This comfortably outperforms the average
growth reported by growth mindset merchants (average 30%)
and fixed mindset merchants (average 28%) in the survey (fig.
14).
Taking a longer-term view, merchants that worked with
Mollie between the beginning of 2017 and the end of 2019
experienced a 63% growth in online revenues. Those merchants
that started working with Mollie in early 2018 experienced a
58% growth in online revenues by the end of 2019.

39.63%

29%

Fig. 14

30%
28%

By approximately what proportion did the average monthly sales increase by?
Total

Has a growth mindset

Does not have a growth mindset

Mollie merchants
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How Mollie helps
In order to adopt and evolve an organisational growth mindset,
Mollie advises that merchants should:
• Recognise existing and emerging challenges, embrace them,
learn about them and address them
• Operationalise learning across their organisations to ensure
they continually build new abilities
• Accept that some failures are inevitable, but learn from them
and come back stronger
Importantly, Mollie is here to help practically.
Mollie is a rapidly growing challenger brand and believes that
everybody should have the opportunity to grow. It helps its
customers develop the new capabilities they need to grow – such
as the ability to accept a wide variety of existing and emerging
payment options, conversion optimisation and improving the
check-out experience. Mollie pushes industries forward through
transparent, effortless and flexible payment services.
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Mollie’s community of over 100,000 merchants are embracing
new challenges every day and sharing them with its customer
support and success teams. Mollie shares these challenges
with its community – researching them, explaining them
and offering tried and tested ways to overcome them to
inspire other customers through, for example, Mollie’s
‘Moment of Growth’ podcast. Its Shopsystem guide compares
a wide variety of online shop solutions on the market,
helping merchants identify the best option for their needs.
Furthermore Mollie shares insights and knowledge regarding
conversion optimisation for example in this article. Mollie is
also looking to the future, investing in research to help build
industry knowledge of the challenges facing merchants both
today and tomorrow, helping its customers stay ahead.
Mollie constantly iterates and evolves its services and support
capabilities. Making optimisations and continually testing and
learning allow Mollie to develop better products and help its
merchants navigate the changing e-commerce landscape.
Mollie encourages its people to take smart risks and embrace
possible failures. This lets Mollie build world-class products
that simplify complex financial services.
To find out more about Mollie and how it can help your
organisation develop a competitive edge, please visit
mollie.com.
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About Mollie

Mollie is a pioneer in the payment industry. The
company is also one of the fastest growing
payment processors within Europe. Mollie
facilitates companies of all sizes to scale and
grow by using different payment methods. With
the help of a simple and clear payments-API
Mollie can offer multiple payment methods in a
uniform way. Mollie is there to simplify complex
financial services.
Mollie has more than 100,000 customers
in Europe and its mission is to become the
most loved PSP in Europe. Mollie comprises
an international team of more than 330
professionals, has its headquarters in Amsterdam
and offices in four other locations across Europe.
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Methodology

The survey was commissioned by Mollie and undertaken by
Coleman Parkes. Fieldwork was completed in October 2020.
The sample was 2,500 merchants across five European
countries – 500 from Belgium, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Within each of these
countries, 100 were drawn from each of the following sectors:
groceries/FMCG, hospitality/food delivery, home/hobbies/
lifestyle, clothing and apparel and consumer electronics.
Across Europe, 500 merchants were surveyed in each sector.
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